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Abstract 
 
GKN Aerospace Engine Systems specializes in large load carrying static structures 
for aero engines and is, as part of a light weight strategy, developing design and 
manufacturing technology to be able to complement the current metallic product offer 
with composite fan guide vane structures. Fan vanes in modern engines are structural 
and to meet the requirements for low weight in the aircraft industry, it is necessary to 
design the vane as a sandwich structure. The objective with this thesis is to investigate 
and model the heating effect in the polymeric sandwich core during cyclic loading 
and to assess the impact on fatigue life from heating both during structural testing as 
well as in service. 
 
To model the heating in a FEM model, the damping in the material is measured with 
Dynamic Mechanical Thermal Analysis (DMTA) and is used together with the cyclic 
amplitude and frequency to calculate the heating term for each element in the FE 
model. In order to validate the thermal analysis and see the effect of heating on the 
fatigue properties of the core material, fatigue tests are done at normal testing 
frequencies and elevated frequencies with temperature elevations monitored as a 
function of time.  
 
The predicted heating effect is shown to correlate well with the experimental data 
whereas the maximum loading frequency of 40 Hz that could be applied was too low 
to give any effect on the fatigue life. It is also shown that the effect of loading 
frequencies in the order of 300 Hz requires the fatigue amplitude to be lower than the 
fatigue strength to avoid excessive heating effects. For in service loadings, the high 
cycle fatigue is intermittent and as the heating is slow enough, the conclusion is that 
fatigue strength is not affected by heating effects   
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Sammanfattning	  	  
 
GKN Aerospace Engine Systems är specialiserade inom statiska strukturer för 
flygmotorer som skall klara av att bära stora laster. Som en del av en lättviktsstrategi 
skall GKN utveckla design och tillverkningsmetoder som ett komplement till 
nuvarande metallprodukter och en av dessa är kompositledskenan som leder luften in 
till motorn. Fläktledskenor i moderna motorer är strukturella och för att möta kraven 
för lågt vikt inom flygindustrin är det nödvändigt med en sandwichstruktur. Målet 
med detta examensarbete är att undersöka och modellera värmeeffekterna i den 
polymera sandwichkärnan under cyklisk lastning samt bedöma hur livslängden 
påverkas av uppvärmningen dels via strukturtester samt i drift. 
 
Dämpningen i materialet måste ta fram för att kunna modellera uppvärmningen i en 
FEM-modell. Dämpningen tas fram genom Dynamic Mechanical Thermal Analysis 
(DMTA) and används tillsammans med den cykliska amplituden samt frekvens för att 
beräkna uppvärmningsbidragen för varje element i FE-modellen. Utmattningstester är 
utförda med låga samt högre frekvenser för att styrka den termiska analysen och 
analysera effekterna av uppvärmning under utmattning av kärnmaterialet. 
Temperaturskillnaderna övervakas som en funktion av tid. 
 
Den förutspådda uppvärmningseffekten visar sig korrelera väl med experimentella 
data men den maximala lastfrekvensen 40 Hz som användes vid utmattningstesterna 
var ändock för låg för att visa några större effekter på utmattningslivslängd. Det visar 
sig att för frekvenser i storleksordningen 300 Hz krävs att utmattningsamplituden är 
lägre än utmattningsstyrkan för att undvika överdrivna uppvärmningseffekter. 
Slutsatsen är att i drift är utmattningslivslängden för högcykellaster intermittent och 
uppvärmningen är tillräckligt långsam, därav påverkas utmattningshållfastheten inte 
av uppvärmningseffekter. 
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Nomenclature 
 
ACAB   Applied Composites AB 
DMTA   Dynamic Mechanical Thermal Analysis 
DOF   Degrees Of Freedom 
FE   Finite Element 
FEM   Finite Element Method 
HCF   High Cycle Fatigue 
IMC   Intermediate Case 
KTH Kungliga Tekniska Högskolan/Royal Institute of 

Technology 
OGV   Outlet Guide Vane 
PMI   Polymethacrylimide 
PVC   Polyvinyl Chloride 
PUR   Polyurethane 
RTM   Resin Transfer Moulding 
TO   Take Off 
TWSI   Tsai-Wu Strength Index 
VAC   Volvo Aero Corporation 
VITAL   EnVIronmenTALly Friendly Aero Engine
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1. Introduction 
GKN Aerospace Sweden AB, formerly known as Volvo Aero Corporation (VAC), 
develops and manufactures high-performance components for civil and military 
aircraft engines, including rocket and gas turbine engines. GKN cooperates amongst 
others with Rolls Royce, Pratt & Whitney and General Electrics. GKN has its 
components in over 90% of the newer larger aircrafts around the world and has been 
involved in the GEnx aircraft engines that are used on the Boeing 787 Dreamliner 
and Boeing 747-800 as well as the Rolls-Royce Trent XWB used on Airbus A350 
XWB. GKN has during a long time worked with developing components for aircraft 
and space engines that are lighter to lessen the environmental impact from aircraft 
engine pollution. Lightweight structures have therefore got a big push to fulfil 
ACARE goals of cutting carbon dioxide levels by 50% by 2020 with regard to the 
levels of emission from year 2000.  
 
In aviation the hunt for decreasing weight in components has grown since the wider 
introduction of composite materials. Composites are used more today than in earlier 
years due to conservative regulations and the major aircraft manufacturers have in 
recent years started to use composite materials in a larger structural way, such as on 
the Boeing 787 Dreamliner where 50% of the weight is from composite materials put 
most to use in the primary structure, most notably the fuselage1. 
 
In search of lighter components where composite materials are possible to use, one of 
the components identified by GKN is the Outlet Guide Vane (OGV). OGVs are 
located behind the fan blades and are on modern engines aerodynamic and structural 
components, today manufactured as hollow titanium or sandwich aluminium 
structures.  

1.1. Background 
EnVIronmenTALly Friendly Aero Engine (VITAL), a European project started in 
January 2005, is a collaboration between aircraft engine manufacturers, universities 
and other industries in Europe to develop technologies to meet the ACARE goals. 
The OGVs for the next generation of turbofan engines are larger due to a larger by 
pass structure to increase engine efficiency. To reduce weight for the OGV, VAC 
started to develop composite OGVs as a part of the VITAL project. In Figure 1.1 the 
VITAL prototype IMC with OGVs can be seen.  
 
To meet the weight requirements the OGV is manufactured as a sandwich composite. 
There has been some concern raised about the high cycle fatigue (HCF) properties of 
the Rohacell core material during vibration loading. Looking at the experimental 
fatigue properties in e.g. Burman [1] no such tendencies can be seen however. One 
possible explanation for a potentially low HCF strength during vibration loading as 
compared to the material tests is a heating effect from the material damping due to 
the higher frequencies. This thesis work will investigate these effects.  
 

                                                
1http://www.newairplane.com/787/design_highlights/#/VisionaryDesign/Composites/
AdvancedCompositeUse Retrieved 29/2-2012. 
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Figure 1.1 Picture of the IMC with mounted OGVs. 

1.2. The Aim of the Project 
This master thesis will be focusing on the High Cycle Fatigue (HCF) life of a 
PolyMethacrylImide (PMI) foam – Rohacell® WF200-F.  
 
This thesis work consists of experimentally characterize the fatigue properties of the 
WF200-F foam, including the effect of material heating due to the foams viscoelastic 
properties. The heating effects are studied by measuring the material damping as 
function of frequency, performing FE simulations to predict material heating and 
correlating it to temperature measurements during the fatigue experiments. The 
heating effects are of primary concern since it’s assumed that an elevated temperature 
within the core leads to degradation of the HCF properties. The aim of this master 
thesis is to verify that foam cores are suitable as a material choice with regard to HCF 
and predict admissible strain levels as function of frequency in vibrational loading to 
avoid heating effects due to the viscoelastic nature of foams. 
 

1.3. Restrictions and Limitations 
Due to the master thesis length of 20 weeks some restrictions and limitations must be 
considered. These are as follows 

• Material and available material properties for Rohacell® WF-grade foam core 
are supplied by Evonik and any further proposal of other foam material isn’t 
part of this master thesis. 

• The carbon fibre/epoxy skins will not be considered as part of the OGV since 
this master thesis is about investigating the foam core and how vibrational 
loading affects the heating of the core and how the HCF life is affected. 

• Testing of the foam in fatigue life is different from previous standards due to 
the foam is delivered in 25 mm thick sheets instead of 50 mm. This can affect 
the results. 
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1.4. Scope of work 
The layout of this thesis work is seen in the simplified flow chart in Figure 1.2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Beginning with the literature study, it gives insight in what kind of work has been 
done before and guides to where to begin. Some work has been done in the past on 
PMI foams, characterising their static and fatigue properties. However, there is no 
known work done with intentional higher frequency loading leading to heating effects 
within the foam cell structure. This is tied to the viscoelastic properties of polymer 
foams. During loading and unloading of a foam, the foam exhibits hysteresis. 
Hysteresis is simply put the dissipated energy due to the materials inelasticity and can 
be observed during loading and unloading as a hysteresis loop. The area between 
loading and unloading on a Force – Extension graph is proportional to the dissipated 
energy. Viscoelastic properties are described in chapter 4. 
 
The viscoelastic property sought after is the material damping which is linked to why 
hysteresis occurs. The damping is as function of frequency retrieved with Dynamic 
Mechanical Thermal Analysis (DMTA). The DMTA analysis is done by making 
frequency sweeps at discrete temperatures and translating the temperature differences 
into equivalent frequency displacements on a damping – frequency graph. DMTA is 
described in chapter 6.1.  
 
The damping is vital when modelling the foam for FE-analysis. The geometry being 
modelled is the same as the geometry of the test specimens used for determining 
static and fatigue properties. The modelling is broken down to several steps such as 
geometry dimensions, mesh and mesh size, properties of the solid elements (i.e. the 

HCF Viscoelasticity FEM 

Modelling 

DMTA  Theory Literature 
study 

Analysis HCF Tests 

Feedback 

Correlations Conclusions 

Figure 1.2 Flow chart for work scope of thesis work. 
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foam), boundary conditions, heat transfer coefficients and so on. The analysis is done 
in two steps, one static and one transient thermal analysis. The static part has inputs 
such as force put on the specimen and boundary conditions where the model is locked 
in necessary degrees of freedom. From the static analysis, all element strains are 
saved and used to calculate equivalent heat generation per element using the material 
damping. This is where the transient thermal analysis continues as the equivalent heat 
generation terms in each element produces a global heating effect in the specimen. A 
global thermal equilibrium is reached at some point depending on frequency and the 
magnitude of each elements heat generation contribution. The FE-modelling and 
analysis is described more thoroughly in chapter 6.3.  
 
The static properties of the foam should be characterized and therefore static tests are 
conducted. This is necessary to establish appropriate loading levels for fatigue tests 
later on. The preparations and procedure of manufacturing is described in chapter 
6.2.1. The static tests are described in chapter 6.2.2 and fatigue tests in chapter 6.2.3.  
 
The fatigue tests are done to get a reference stress-life curve to compare with when 
higher frequency fatigue tests are done. The higher frequency fatigue tests compared 
with standard fatigue tests at relatively low frequency and the FE-analysis should be 
sufficient enough to create fairly accurate data for an updated FE-model. The higher 
frequency fatigue tests are monitored with a temperature gauge on the surface and the 
heat transfer coefficient is adjusted in the FE-analysis accordingly to get as close of a 
fit as possible. The higher frequency fatigue tests are described more in chapter 6.2.4 
and correlations between FE-analysis and real life tests are described in chapter 7.5. 
 
In conclusion, the static tests are done to determine relevant fatigue load levels. 
Fatigue tests are done to retrieve a stress – life graph and higher frequency fatigue 
tests are done to observe if heating effects have any effect on the fatigue life. The 
temperature monitoring during high frequency loading gives feedback to FE-analysis 
due to the convection number being an estimate in the beginning of this master thesis. 
Correlations between frequency, damping effects and fatigue life will be made in the 
conclusions chapter, chapter 9. 

2. Literature study 
Using composite materials is to have the benefit of (almost) total freedom in laying 
up fibres in desired directions – i.e. load directions steer the layup and fibre 
direction(s). In comparison with other materials such as isotropic materials – steel, 
aluminium etc. – the anisotropy of fibre composites together with desirable low 
weight is suitable for designing high performing components for e.g. the aircraft 
industry. In certain components a core can be added in between the fibre composite 
resulting in a sandwich. The core adds stiffness and flexural rigidity to the component 
without adding substantial weight and the material can be balsa wood, cellular foam 
made from e.g. PVC, PUR, and PMI amongst others or a honeycomb made from e.g. 
aluminium.  
 
The WF200-F foam used in this work hasn’t been tested by the authors in [1-2, 8-10] 
but they do have static (and some fatigue) data for lower density Rohacell® PMI 
foams and the standard WF200. The idea is that data from other Rohacell® PMI 
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foams together with data for WF200-F can be correlated and the theory is that the 
properties are scalable using density normalisation. In [2] it’s concluded that the 
tensile stress-strain normalised data almost overlaps perfectly and the three densities 
used therein (WF51, WF110 and WF200) has exceptionally small deviations between 
each other. Unfortunately, the density normalisation used for compression and shear 
strength data doesn’t follow the same pattern. The reason for this is that the foams, in 
descending density order, gets lower strength and stiffness in shear and compression 
compared to the tensile values. I.e., cell wall buckling is most likely to be the 
triggering mechanism for failure in compressions for the low-density foam but not for 
the higher density foams.  
 
Zenkert and Burman [2] found also in fatigue testing that tensile properties scale well 
with the relative density of foams while this is not the case for shear and compressive 
properties for foams with lower densities. One explanation is due to cell edge and cell 
wall buckling as a dominant deformation mechanism mentioned above.  
 
 
Kanny and Mahfuz [3] have touched upon the viscoelastic behaviour for polymer 
foam cores and how the fatigue life is dependent on loading frequency and 
temperature. Though they were investigating four PVC foams (DIAB Divinycell 
H130, R75, R260 and R300) they found out from previous work [5] that an increase 
in strain rate with ±0.17%/𝑠 and ±0.84%/𝑠 – corresponding to loading frequency 
of 3 Hz and 15 Hz respectively will increase the foams (surface) temperature with 
2℃ and 10℃ respectively. In [3], the conclusion from their investigation was that it 
took more cycles to failure with increased frequency, even with the elevated 
temperatures at the core (measured 2± 1℃  and 12± 2℃  for 3 Hz and 15 Hz 
respectively).  
 
According to Kanny and Mahfuz [3] PVC foams endures more cycles at higher 
frequencies at room temperature (RT) even though the foam core temperature 
elevates, but at elevated temperatures for surrounding air, Kanny et al. [4] conclude 
that the foams mechanical properties decrease. They investigated the fatigue 
behaviour with elevated temperatures for two PVC DIAB Divinycell H130 and 
HD130 foams. They found out that at RT the HD-grade foam had a longer fatigue life 
than the H-grade foam but at elevated temperatures, 40℃ and 80℃ this was the 
opposite. The main conclusion was however that for higher temperatures the 
mechanical properties were heavily affected. In the same report, Dynamic 
Mechanical Thermal Analysis (DMTA) was conducted for the two foams but to 
extract the glass transition temperature Tg, which was at or below the elevated 
temperatures tested. The DMTA testing wasn’t used to correlate damping to heating 
effects in HCF testing.  
 
Kanny et al. [6] showed amongst other things the dependencies of viscoelastic 
parameters with respect to densities for four different Divinycell foams. They also 
showed that the damping is fairly constant up to approx. 103 cycles and then drops to 
a minimum peak at 105 cycles that afterwards goes up again for the Divinycell R300. 
The stiffness for the R300 foam is fairly constant up to 104 cycles, peaks upwards at 
105 cycles until dropped. 
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Benderly and Putter [11] have done FE modelling of the Rohacell® WF200 foam, not 
that different from the WF200-F foam in mechanical properties, to find out the 
accuracy of using a four-point flexural testing. They did the work to characterize the 
shear/compression failure envelope of Rohacell® foam and found that failure 
envelope is elliptical at the temperatures they evaluated and the data for all 
temperatures evaluated coincide on a circular plot. The work for this failure envelope 
approach was done to reduce practical testing to acquire data. However, this report 
doesn’t evaluate the fatigue life of the foam, although the FE-modelling matching 
with experimental data is quite interesting considering that experimental data will be 
compared with FE-analysis in this work. 
 
From all this, there isn’t any publically/academically available work done to the 
authors knowledge of trying to correlate the viscoelastic properties of Rohacell® 
closed cellular foams to HCF properties. The theory is that during vibrational loading 
of the sandwich composite, the core is put through frequencies high enough so that 
heating effects aren’t negligible. The DMTA tests will reveal the damping of the 
WF200-F foam and the HCF tests will be done to see if the fatigue properties are 
significantly affected due to higher frequency loading. If they are, the correlation 
between the energy dissipation/heating effects should be made towards fatigue life. 
FEM analyses will be performed throughout the work with input from the practical 
tests to verify the correlations. 
 
 

3. Fatigue Testing of Cores and Sandwich Constructions  

3.1. The Stress Life Approach 
In the 1860s, August Wöhler (1819-1914) introduced the stress life approach to 
fatigue and the S/N- or Wöhler-curves. The basics behind the S/N-curves are to test a 
material for several different nominal stress levels that are below the ultimate 
tensile/compressive/shear stress limit. That may even be below the yield stress limit 
until failure. Each test will put a data point on a Stress-Life (S/N) curve. Traditionally 
for metals, if a material endures more than 106 cycles, the material for that load level 
is said to have infinite fatigue life.  
 
The test specimens are loaded cyclically between a constant maximum and minimum 
stress or strain level 𝑆!"# and 𝑆!"# until failure. The fatigue life can differ variously 
depending on what maximum and minimum load/amplitude is chosen. The maximum 
load can be the same but with changed minimum load or vice versa, giving the 
material different fatigue life properties. Therefore the load ratio R is introduced 
being defined as  
 

𝑅 =
𝑆!"#
𝑆!"#

                                                                                                                                          (3.1) 

 
where R>1 corresponds to loading in compression/compression, 0<R<1 is tests 
performed with tension/tension loading and R<0 tests with compression/tension 
loading. An illustrative figure of cyclic loading, Figure 3.1, is shown to clarify. 
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From Figure 3.1, the notation for mean stress and stress amplitude are defined as 
 

𝑆!"#$ =
𝑆!"# + 𝑆!"#

2                                                                                                                      3.2  

 

𝑆!"# =
𝑆!"# − 𝑆!"#

2                                                                                                                       (3.3) 

 
The S/N diagrams are represented in a semi-logarithmic diagram, where S is the 
applied stress and N is the number of cycles. Generally, the stress is plotted on a 
linear scale and number of cycles on a logarithmic scale. A shear S/N-curve is shown 
in Figure 3.2 for Rohacell® WF51 foam core. 

 
Figure 3.2 S/N diagram for Rohacell® WF51 beams with normalized stress from [1]. 

 
  

Figure 3.1 Nomenclature for constant stress amplitude loading. 
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4. Viscoelasticity 
Since the behaviour of polymer cellular foams is viscoelastic, a Dynamic Mechanical 
Thermal Analysis (DMTA) needs to be performed to try and correlate how higher 
frequencies in vibrational loading will affect the fatigue life due to damping - i.e. the 
loss in energy, dissipated as heat. Viscoelastic behaviour is common in polymer 
materials but is also found in the human body, e.g. intervertebral discs, trabecular 
bones, ligaments etc. [15]. 
 

4.1 Characteristic behaviour of viscoelastic materials 
Viscoelastic materials have the following characteristics 

• Stress relaxation – at constant strain 
• Creep – at constant stress 
• Hysteresis – during loading and unloading 
• Strain-rate dependent – the material response is coupled with strain-rate. 

 
Stress relaxation is a phenomenon where the load decreases over time for a constant 
applied deformation, e.g. a steel bolt through a plastic beam. 
 
Creep is characterised from when deformation continues in time even though the load 
is constant, e.g. when foam is being loaded in tension at a constant load the 
deformation will continue.  
 
Hysteresis occurs due to energy being dissipated (as heat) when loading and 
unloading a material, this can be seen in a load vs. deformation graph. If hysteresis is 
“present” in the material being loaded and unloaded there’s an area between the 
loading and unloading vs. deformation curves – the area in between the curves is 
proportional to dissipated energy. Hysteresis is of larger importance in this thesis 
work since the dissipated energy becomes heat in the foam core, the core will get a 
higher internal energy and degrade the mechanical/HCF properties. 
 
Strain-rate, 𝛾, is the time derivative of strain. Comparing different strain-rates when 
loading a material, the higher the strain-rate the stiffer the response for the material 
will be. Higher strain-rate will let the material endure higher loads (during a shorter 
time) than a lower strain-rate, but the deformation limit is lower.  
 
All the before mentioned effects are due to the same mechanism. In a polymer 
material for instance, the deformation of the polymer chains are time-dependent with 
the characteristic times being depending on the temperature. Hence, the material will 
relax or creep with time but as the relaxation also happens during monotonic loading 
the material will be both strain rate dependent and showing a non-linear stress strain 
behaviour. The latter also leads to the hysteresis effect. In summation, deformation in 
loading for a viscoelastic material depends on time, temperature and strain-rate, i.e. 
the time derivative of strain.  
 
In viscoelasticity, the elastic stress depends on strain and can be modelled as a spring. 
The viscous stress part depends on the strain-rate in the material and can be modelled 
as a (viscous) damper/ dashpot or a combination of dampers (with different relaxation 
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times) in series with springs coupled in parallel with the elastic spring. For the case of 
linear viscoelasticity (the viscoelastic effects are independent of the stress level) time-
temperature superposition can be applied. This means that an increased temperature 
corresponds to a longer time (creep, stress relaxation, lower frequency) which is very 
useful for testing where a test at a range of temperatures for e.g. a comparably narrow 
frequency range can be translated into damping data for a large frequency range for a 
single temperature. This is used in the DMTA section below to generate data at 
higher frequency than the machine can measure directly. 
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5. Materials 
The Rohacell® WF200-F PMI foam has with regard to other cellular foams perhaps 
the best mechanical properties of all commercially available. PMI foams have a great 
advantage in temperature resistance and is the only currently available foam core 
material that allows curing temperatures upward 180℃ and 0.7 MPa in pressure. This 
is favourable when considering prepregs in conjunction with PMI foams in autoclave 
and RTM manufacturing. Evonik industries are the only manufacturer of PMI foams. 
 
The material used herein is a high performance, closed cell rigid polymer foam, 
Rohacell® WF200-F. The F stands for Fine and according to Evonik, manufacturer of 
Rohacell®, this means that the foam comes with a finer cell structure than for the 
WF200. The finer cell structure infers smaller cell size and also the foam takes up 
less resin at the surface.  
 
 
 
 
See Table 5.1 for material data for Rohacell® WF200 taken from [7].  
Properties Rohacell® WF200  Unit 
Density, 𝜌 205 kg/m3 
Compressive strength, 𝜎!"#$%&''(") 9.0 MPa 
Tensile strength,  𝜎!"#$%&# 6.8 MPa 
Shear strength, 𝜏!!!"# 5.0 MPa 
Elastic modulus, E 350 MPa 
Shear modulus, G 150 MPa 
Strain at break 3.5 % 
Thermal Conductivity2, 𝜆 0.0490 W/mK 
Poisson’s ratio3, 𝜐 0.3 - 
Table 5.1 Material data for Rohacell® WF200. 

The reason for mentioning the WF200 foam is because the WF200-F foam and the 
regular WF200 according to Evonik have similar properties and as the thermal 
properties of the –F grade are not available. The mechanical properties of the –F 
grade obtained from Evonik are to be found in [VOLS:10165953 Criteria for static 
and fatigue failure of Rohacell foam ].  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
2 Data from Evonik Industries. 
3 Calculated from Table 1 in [2] 
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Figure 5.1 shows the specific heat capacity of Rohacell® 200WF and 110WF.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

The data provided in here is necesssary for the FE-analysis, especially considering 
the thermal properties of the foam.  

Figure 5.1 Specific heat capacity as function of temperature for 200 
and 110 WF-grade foams. 
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6. Method 
In this chapter, the methods described are how the damping is retrieved as a function 
of frequency using dynamic mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA) and writing a code 
for getting a master curve from the analyses, how the test specimens were prepared 
and manufactured, the experimental set-up and how the static, fatigue and fatigue 
heating tests should be conducted. 

6.1 DMTA – Dynamic Mechanical Thermal Analysis 
To find out the viscoelastic behaviour of the WF200-F 
foam, DMTA tests were performed at Swerea IVF in 
Mölndal, neighbouring municipality to Gothenburg, 
Sweden. There was a Rheometric Scientific DMTA IV 
used with an octagon test-rig with two-point attachment 
to load samples in bending. In Figure 6.1 the DMTA IV 
machine is shown without the octagon test-rig in place. 
The left and right tubing is the inlet and outlet, 
respectively, for nitrogen supply to be able to achieve 
sub-zero temperatures. The test chamber is temperature 
controlled and heated through metal coils placed around 
the specimen when the machine is closed (not visible in 
picture). Just next to the specimen a temperature sensor 
is stationary and if relatively close to the specimen the 
temperature is measured almost at the boundary. The 
software attached to the machine reads temperature 
inside the chamber, the frequency, strain, displacement, 
load etc. put on the specimen. The inputs to the testing 
are done in the software and for this analysis these are 
minimum and maximum temperature, temperature 
steps, soak time for each temperature and the frequencies the test specimens should 
be put through. 
 

6.1.1. Two-point bending test 
The idea is to fasten the sample in the test-rig between two bars on both sides of the 
tested specimen and fasten four bolts with a prescribed torque. The fastening of the 
sample and prescribed torque is important because if the specimen is to loosely 
fastened it will move and give faulty data but to hard compresses the specimen too 
much. Due to the large temperature differences the specimen has to be 
refastened/loosened depending on current temperature in the test chamber. 
 
The specimens, 5 mm and 2.5 mm, were fastened when tested individually with 20 
cNm and 17 cNm respectively. The 5 mm specimen was put through 0.25% strain 
and the 2.5 mm specimen 0.6% due to the specimen being less thick. The torque on 
the 2.5 mm specimen, due to the thickness, was lower than the 5 mm specimen 
because the 5 mm was a little bit deformed by the pressure of the clamps, see Figure 
6.2. 

Figure 6.1 The Rheometric Scientific DMTA 
IV 
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Figure 6.2. 5 mm specimen and 2.5 mm specimen – tracks due to torque on clamps. 

The strain for 2.5 mm specimen, 0.6%, is calculated from eq. 6.1, Basquin’s law, eq. 
3 in Zenkert and Burman [2]: 
 

∆𝜎 = 𝐵 𝑁 !!                                                                                                                         (6.1) 
 
where β is the negative inverse of the slope, β = -1/m, m is the slope of the curve, B is 
here the difference between maximum and minimum stress and N is the number of 
cycles. Zenkert and Burman calculated the slope m for the WF-grade foams to 
approximately 14-15. The stress at 108 cycles for Rohacell® WF200 is 2.48 MPa, 
corresponding to a strain of approximately 0.60%. 
 
What’s of interest in the DMTA tests is the materials internal damping, tan δ, also 
called loss tangent. This is retrieved from the DMTA IV machine but is also 
calculated according to eq. 6.2. 
 

tan   𝛿 =   
𝐸′′
𝐸′                                                                                                                             (6.2) 

 
where E’’ is the viscous (loss) modulus and E’ the elastic (storage) modulus. The 
temperature range is -50°C to 80°C and a soak time, the time the specimen needs to sit 
and get a homogenous temperature, of 10 minutes. The frequency sweep is done per 
10 degrees for 30, 3, 1 and 0.3 Hz.  
 

6.1.2. Master curve 
From the DMTA tests a so-called master curve can be extracted through the data 
using a shift factor aT. For amorphous polymers, the William-Landel-Ferry law 
expresses the temperature dependence of the shift factor (6.3.) well 
 

𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑎! =   
−𝐶! 𝑇 − 𝑇!
𝐶! + (𝑇 − 𝑇!)

                                                                                                          (6.3) 

 
where C1 and C2 are curve fit constants, Tr is a reference temperature (normally Tg) 
and T the temperature of interest. If for instance the creep modulus is known for a 1 s 
loading at Tr, the time to reach the same creep modulus at T is aT*1s. With the 
constants in the WLF equation known, properties at one temperature and time can be 
shifted to another temperature and time. For example, the storage modulus at 1Hz and 
-20 degrees C can be shifted to determine the storage modulus at a higher frequency 
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at room temperature. For experimental data, normally the WLF equation is not used 
but a master curve is determined by moving curves for different temperatures until 
they fall on top of each other, see Fig. 6.3. The principle is to find a shift factor 
dependent on a reference temperature and rest of the temperature sets that are 
available from the DMTA test. Shifting the temperatures with respect to the reference 
temperature will result in a single line/curve with a broad frequency range.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

As seen in Figure 6.3, the y-axis is in this example the elastic modulus. Usually the 
shift factor is retrieved by computing the time difference between two temperature 
measurements and the quota between those times is the shift factor. In this master 
thesis it’s done essentially the same way with some modifications. Instead of 
searching for the quota between times, due to having limited frequency 
measurements of only four frequencies per temperature, the quota between 
temperatures is a better way of retrieving the shift factor. So, instead of analyzing a 
storage modulus – time graph, a storage modulus – temperature graph is used. When 
the shift factor has been calculated using the storage modulus and a master curve is 
found, the shift factor is used on the damping/tan delta data. In theory, the principle 
should follow from storage modulus to damping, but viscous and plasticity parts 
might show other results. The master curve will be on a semi-logarithmic graph with 
log frequency on the x-axis. The goal is to find the damping at 200-300 Hz as this is 
the first eigenfrequency for the OGV.  
 
The master curve is retrieved from the DMTA tests by writing a MatLab code. The 
system of the code is based on using functions with data in one function file, the 
fitting of data points in one function file taking order of data fitting and reference 
temperature as input and a sorting function file that sorts the frequencies in vectors. 
These function files are called upon by a main file which handles e.g. what reference 
temperature and order of data fitting is desired before shifting the temperature curves. 
 
In Figure 6.4 the simplified code process chart is showing how the function files 
interact with each other and the main file. The dmta_data.m reads the result files 
from the analysis and sorts each property per column into two equally large matrixes, 
one matrix for each analysis. The properties given from the analysis are frequency f, 

t 

E 

T0 

T 

T > T0  (°C) 

t1 t1xaTàT0 

Figure 6.3 Shift factor, aT, is the factor between two times with the same property value at T0 and 
T. 
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storage modulus E′, loss modulus E′′, damping tan delta, temperature T, strain in 
percent 𝜀, force F and displacement ∆. The matrixes are 56 rows and 8 columns big, 
with 56 rows being four discrete frequencies for 14 temperatures – 30, 3, 1 and 0.3 
Hz for temperatures -50°C to 80°C . The information in dmta_data.m is of necessity 

for the main.m run file and function files sorting.m and data_fitting.m. 
Function file sorting.m sorts each specific frequency for all temperatures into 
frequency specific matrixes with equivalent properties taking data from dmta_data.m. 
The sorting is necessary when looking for the shift factor aT whilst data_fitting.m 
needs to calculate the temperature differences between different frequencies over the 
temperature range. The corresponding temperature difference between frequencies is 
input when doing the data fitting to retrieve the master curves in the main.m file.  
 
 
In Figure 6.5 the data points from an analysis is plotted showing the storage modulus 
against time. Each “column” of points, four in total, represents the same 
time/frequency but for different temperatures. The shift factor aT is normally 
determined by shifting curves for different temperatures along the time (frequency) 
axis. Due to the coarse data points this is not possible for this case. Instead the aT is 
determined for every test temperature for a small temperature interval. The ratios 
aT(f=0.3, 3, 30)=f/1Hz at the test temperature is coupled to a ΔT(f=0.3, 3, 30). This is 
found by determining the temperature change necessary to obtain E'(0.3,3,30Hz) at 
1Hz instead, this is shown in Figure 6.6. 

Figure 6.4 The code process flow chart with specific contributions to the final results. 
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In Figure 6.8 this temperature difference is plotted against aT for all test temperatures. 
With aT known in this relatively narrow interval around each test temperature, a curve 
can be shifted along the frequency axis from one test temperature to the next. Both 
these test curves can then be collectively shifted along the frequency axis to the next 
temperature ands so on. In this way, the whole e.g. E' vs frequency curve can be 
established. See figure 6.9. 
The function file sorting.m handles the sorting of frequency dependence rather than 
sorting by temperatures. In Figure 6.6 arrows are drawn showing how the 

Figure 6.5 Storage modulus E′ plotted as function of time for all temperatures. 

Figure 6.6 Storage modulus E′ for both specimens plotted against temperature with each line and 
colour representing a frequency.  
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temperature differences are retrieved between frequencies with 1 Hz being kept 
constant for specimen 2 on top, represented in black  
lines and green circles. The same applies for specimen 1 represented in red lines and 
blue boxes.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.8 Shift factor as a function of temperature difference. On top the two graphs are plotted 
in a linear scale, on bottom the shift factor in a logarithmic scale. 

Figure 6.7 Data fitting for shift factor, here seen with first degree linear fit. 
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In Figure 6.6 from top to bottom the frequencies for specimen 2, the top four lines, 
are 30, 3, 1 and 0.3 Hz, the same for specimen 1, the bottom four lines. As the 1 Hz 
storage-modulus – temperature line is being used as reference, the temperature 
difference between 1 Hz and 0.3 Hz is negative, but for the other frequencies the 
differences are positive. This is seen in Figure 6.8 as the shift factor for 0.3 Hz is ca. 
0.98, on the shift factor axis and around -5°C on the temperature difference axis. For 
3 Hz, the shift factor is about 1.02 and temperature difference ca. 5°C and for 30 Hz 
the shift factor is about 1.05 and temperature difference of 15°C with some variations. 
Shift factor for 1 Hz is at shift factor value 1 and 0 on temperature difference because 
of the mentioned reference frequency being just 1 Hz.  
 

When the shift factor has been calculated, each data set from a temperature frequency 
sweep is shifted with the shift factor with regards to the reference temperature set for 
the Matlab code. A larger difference from the reference temperature needs a bigger 
shift in the horizontal direction when visualising the full master curve.  
 
  

Figure 6.9. Master curve from DMTA test. 
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6.2 Material testing 
To be able to predict how the foam will behave and to get accurate data for the 
analysis, material testing is necessary due to lack of data for this particular foam. 
Material testing includes in the early stages preparations and manufacturing, static 
tests in both tension and compression, fatigue tests at standard testing frequency and 
fatigue tests at higher frequencies. The specimen geometry used is based on a 
cylindrical dogbone shape similar to the one used is Burman [1] and Burman, Zenkert 
[2] but with the height reduced by a factor of two, see Figure 6.12 for a picture of 
finished specimens and Figure 6.17 for nominal geometry of the specimen. 

6.2.1. Specimen preparation and manufacturing 
The foam comes in larger sheets 
with a height of 25 mm. The 
concept of testing foams herein is 
to glue the foam between two 
cylindrical metal chucks with 
Araldite 420 A/B aerospace grade 
component glue. The foam 
geometry is square and sawed into 
55x55mm and then glued onto the 
chucks as seen in Figure 6.10. The 
specimens with cylinders are then 
strapped in with a clamp and two 
bolts and screws to align. The 
fixture was made at KTH. 
 
When the Araldite 420 has cured the edges are sawed off 
from the foam and the fixture is put into a lathe to mill 
the foam into the same diameter cylinder as the chucks. 
It’s during this process the alignment of the chucks 
reveals its true colours. If the free-end chuck is wobbling, 
the specimen is discarded and redone.  
 
Once the diameter of the foam is the same as the chucks, 
50 mm, a different tool is used to produce the waist of 35 
mm. The tool is best described as a fairly compliant razor 
blade, although not as sharp but sharp enough, being bent 
and mounted between two steel plates and an arrow-like 
steel rod. The “waist-maker” is seen in Figure 6.11.  
 
The waist thickness was continuously measured throughout the milling to ensure 35 
mm thickness/diameter with a Mitutoyo Absolute Digimatic.  
 
The finished specimen geometry is shown in Figure 6.12. 

Figure 6.10 Square foam glued and fixated into fixture for 
alignment and curing. 

Figure 6.11 The waist-maker 
with blade fastened in between 
plates and rod. 
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Figure 6.12 Finished geometry of the test specimens with a 35 mm waist and 50 mm top diameter, 25 mm 
high. 

6.2.2. Experimental set-up 
A clip-on displacement gauge from MTS is used to measure deformation when doing 
static tests in tension, compression or, in this case, both in fatigue testing. It’s used in 
favour of an extensometer because the clip gauge can handle the amplitude and 
frequency excellent during loading in fatigue. The clip gauge is fastened between two 
brackets made from magnesium. Due to certain circumstances, these brackets were 
misplaced and the author manufactured new ones with the help from KTH. The clip-
on displacement gauge and brackets are seen in Figure 6.13 mounted to a specimen 
before static loading. 
 
The specimen is fastened into a 40kN-testing machine called Schenk Hydropuls 
PSA40, made for static and fatigue testing. The machine is controlled with a program 
called Watchdog where type of testing is specified and how the load cycle should 
look like during fatigue testing. The testing can be specified to take loading force or 
displacement as variable. For the static tests, a deformation rate of 1 mm per minute 
is specified. For the standard fatigue testing, 3 Hz in loading frequency is used. 

Figure 6.13 Clip gauge in position between brackets in left picture. On the right, the geometry of the bracket 
tips is seen. 
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6.2.3. Static tests 
Static tests need to be done to get thresholds of the material, both in compression and 
in tension. Compression and tensile tests will provide the thresholds for what load the 
material can sustain statically but also to be able to specify load levels for fatigue 
testing.  
 
The most likely comparable foam is the “standard” WF200 foam when considering 
compression, tensile and shear data. For this master thesis work, the static tests that 
will be done are in tension and compression. Testing should be done at room 
temperature for all specimens, with a constant displacement rate and an 
extensometer/clip-on displacement gauge to record strain progression. 
 
Table 6.1 shows how the results table for desired properties and dimensions looks 
like.  

Test No. 
Property 1 2 3 4 5 𝑆 Mean value 

𝜎!"#$%&''(") [MPa]        
𝜎!"#$%&# [MPa]        
𝜎!"#$%&''(") 𝜌!        
𝜎!"#$%&# 𝜌!        

Table 6.1 Properties of interest from static loading 

For the tensile and compression tests, a number of specimens will be used to get a 
good spread. Results from the static tests should include strength in compression and 
tension and their density normalised values. In Zenkert, Burman [2], n is equal to 
approximately 1.1, and 𝜌 is the foam density normalised with the bulk density of the 
material. The bulk density is taken as 1200 kg/m3. 
 
Due to the geometry of the specimens, 
significant stress concentrations occur at the 
radius. This is seen both in real life tests as 
well as in FE-analyses as shown in the result 
section. Therefore, two of the aluminium 
cylinders were turned in a lathe giving a 
diameter of 25 mm so that the ratio between 
height, top diameter and waist diameter is the 
same as in Burman [1] and Burman, Zenkert 
[2]. The difference in dimensions is seen in 
Figure 6.14. 
 
 
As the smaller specimens were manufactured 
only at the end of the work, the specimens with a top and bottom diameter of 50 mm, 
on the right in Figure 6.13, were used in all the fatigue tests. 
 

Figure 6.14 Specimen with correct ratios on 
the left, the ordinary on the right. 
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6.2.4. Fatigue tests 
With the help from the static tests, material thresholds in compression and tension are 
established and lay ground for appropriate loading levels in fatigue testing. The 
author will do fatigue testing for loading ratio R = -1 and specified loading levels. 
The foam material exhibits low thermal conductivity that is beneficial when e.g. 
surrounding air/material temperature is elevated but when the material is put through 
a large strain variation, heat is generated within the foam that doesn’t lead away very 
good. Burman [1] found in his and others investigations that a small increase in 
temperature in the core, 5-10℃, affect the fatigue life of the specimen and thus also 
the static material properties.  
 
Burman made a pre-study of temperature behaviour versus loading frequency due to 
believes that the strain rate during loading is associated with temperature increase of 
the foam. This was done using a digital thermometer with two external probes. One 
probe was used to measure the foam temperature and the other to measure 
surrounding air temperature. The probe measuring the foam temperature was covered 
with a small piece of foam material and glued on the surface of the specimen. 
Measuring the temperature inside the foam is of higher interest but the probe may 
cause friction and elevate the temperature even more if it’s inserted at the location in 
the specimen with highest temperature change – i.e. location with expected maximum 
strain.  
 
Burman aimed to perform fatigue tests at load levels of 70, 60, 50, 40, 30 and 25 
percent of respective static failure load and so will following fatigue tests be 
performed herein with reservations of slight adjustments due to varied applicable 
maximum load.  
 
Table 6.2 shows what should be recorded and saved to be able to later on produce an 
S/N-diagram.  
 
Test 
No. 

%  𝜎!"#$ N Mean N Test. No %  𝜎!"#$ N Mean N 

1 70 %   9 40 %   
2 70 %   10 40 %   
3 60 %   11 40 %   
4 60 %   12 30 %   
5 60 %   13 30 %   
6 50 %   14 25 %   
7 50%   15 25 %   
8 50 %   16    

Table 6.2 Table with suggested loading levels, results written in after testing in results section. 

During testing, the surface temperature will be monitored using a digital thermometer 
as described earlier. Here 𝜎!"#$ is the dimensioning strength of the foam, i.e. the 
lowest strength whether it’s in tension or compression. In [2] tensile strength is the 
dimensioning strength for Rohacell WF200. This is used due to the loading ratio R = 
-1, loading is of the same magnitude in tension and compression of the specimen but 
with different signs.  
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6.2.5. Fatigue Heating Effects 
For more input to the FE-modelling, fatigue tests during higher frequencies are 
conducted. With higher frequencies is meant that frequencies considerably higher 
than the standard 3 Hz are used. The machine used in the normal fatigue tests are 
used for the higher frequency tests as well with the modification that temperature 
sensors are used to monitor the temperature for the room, specimen surface and the 
middle of the specimen. 
 
The temperature sensors were connected to an ICP-CON i-7018 data acquisition 
module, seen in Figure 6.15, which can read voltage, current and temperature. The 
module is connected to a laptop through USB and the data is presented in a 
programme written in LabView. This is also seen in Figure 6.15. 

 
Figure 6.15 ICP-CON i-7018 data acquisition module on the left, the temperature versus time graph in 
LabView showing a measurement for a specimen during fatigue loading at 20 Hz. 

The specimens were prepared by drilling a hole from one side of the aluminium 
cylinders down to the middle of the foam. When the specimen is fastened in the 
fatigue machine the temperature sensor for measuring the temperature in the middle 
is lead down the drilled hole and a cable tie is put on the aluminium cylinder to 
ensure it a steady position during fatigue loading. Another temperature sensor is 
fastened in the cable tie as well and put on the surface of the specimen. A third 
temperature sensor is recording the room temperature, placed on a thermometer. The 
surface sensor and the general set-up is seen in Figure 6.16. 
 

 
Figure 6.16 The sensor cables are attached as seen on the left with a cable tie ensuring the sensors a steady 
position during loading. On the right, the small sensor is seen together with the brackets for the clip gauge. 
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The fatigue tests with higher frequencies are done for 15 Hz, 20 Hz and 30 Hz. 
Favourable, at least 50-100 Hz would be of greater interest but the fatigue machine 
was not dimensioned for those frequencies. Load levels of 30%, 35% and 40% were 
conducted for almost every mentioned frequency. During fatigue loading the 
temperature was recorded and saved accordingly to the data files from the fatigue 
monitoring software. The recorded temperatures can be seen plotted in Appendix A. 
 
The meaning of doing these higher frequency fatigue tests is to compare with the FE-
analysis and trim in the variables affecting the heat distribution, e.g. the heat 
convection on the surface, i.e. the surface film coefficient in ANSYS.  
 
 

6.3 FE-Modelling 
Modelling the HCF life of the foam together with the heating effects from 
vibrations/frequency loading will give shorter, non-destructive, analyses whether 
specific foams are suitable to use in desired applications or not regarding prediction 
of the heating effects in a structure. Together with experimental data, the FE-
modelling and the results therein, a general model/behaviour can be obtained.  
 
The geometry dimension for the specimen is tabulated in Table 6.3. The dimensions 
are taken from Burman [1] and modified to the limited height of the real specimen 
geometry. Dimensions are applied as seen in Figure 6.17. 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.17. The geometry with dimensions from table 6.3         Table 6.3 Specimen dimension for modelling 
 

6.3.1. Geometry and mesh 
The geometry modelling is done in Altair 
Hypermesh v11.0 with placing nodes for 
half the height in two dimensions, since the 
specimen is symmetric. The nodes are 
connected with lines and a shell element is 
placed within the lines. The shell element is 
then reflected in z-direction to get the full 
height. The shell elements are meshed with 

Dimensions Lengths [mm] 

Diameter D 50 

Waist d 35 

Height H 25 

Waist height h 13.5 

Tapering 
radius r 

11.5 

Figure 6.18 The FE-model geometry with mesh. 
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1 mm mesh elements and spun in 360° with 50 elements for a full revolution into 
solid elements. The centre of the specimen is left out and meshed independently to 
have a well working mesh and the two meshes are then connected to each other. The 
mesh is then refined with splitting each element into hexas. The geometry and its 
mesh are shown in Figure 6.18 with corresponding coordinate system.  
 
Another FE-model was done to investigate the effects of stress concentrations in the 
radius of the specimen. The FE-model in Figure 6.18 is only half the height of what 
previous tests done in fatigue and static tests are. The limitation is the thickness in 
which the foam is delivered, 25 mm. Therefore, the FE-model was scaled to half the 
dimensions in-plane from the original FE-model.  
 

6.3.2. Static analysis 
First and foremost a static analysis is done using ANSYS 13.0. A mass element is 
defined above the specimen with an infinitely small mass and a force is put on the 
mass element. The force is calculated together with the help of Hooke’s law with 
respect to the smaller radius of the specimen, seen in eq. 6.4. 
 

𝐹 = 𝐴 ∙ 𝐸 ∙ 𝜀 = 𝜋 ∙ 𝑟! ∙ 𝐸 ∙ 𝜀 = 𝜋 ∙ 𝑟! ∙ 𝜎                                                                                            (6.4) 
 
Where F is the force, A is the area, E is the elastic modulus, r is the radius, 𝜎 the 
stress and 𝜀 the strain. The strain of interest in the smaller diameter part of the 
specimen is put into the equation. 
 
The elements are assigned an element type called SOLID186 used in ANSYS. The 
SOLID186 element type is a 20-node 3-D structural solid with three degrees-of-
freedom (DOF) per node, translations in x, y and z directions and often used in 
composite modelling.  
 
The force from the mass element is projected with a MPC on to the nodes on top of 
the specimen. The bottom nodes are locked in all DOF. Since the mesh is built up 
from solid elements, DOF for rotations around x-, y- and z-axis are not applicable.  
 
Properties of the material are inserted and assigned to the model with the elastic 
modulus of 410 MPa, 200 kg/m3 density and a calculated Poisson’s ratio of 0.3 from 
Table 1 in [2] for Rohacell® WF200.  
 
When the static analysis is done the next step is to store each elements strain to be 
able to do the transient thermal analysis. An example of static analysis is shown in 
Figure 6.19. 
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Figure 6.19 Example of deformed specimen with 1.2% averaged strain from eq 6.4. See-through wire-frame 
part is the undeformed specimen shape. 
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6.3.3. Transient thermal analysis 
For the thermal analysis a transient analysis solution method is used. This is done in 
full by first doing a static analysis and storing the element strain energy density. The 
strain energy densities are later recalculated into a heat generation body force term 
for each element using eq. 6.5-6.8. For 1D stress and strain 
 

𝐸 = 𝜎!!
𝑑𝜀
𝑑𝛼

𝑑𝛼 = 𝐸!! ⋅ 𝜀!"# ⋅ cos 𝛼 +
𝜋
2
⋅
𝑑 𝜀!"#$ + 𝜀!"# ⋅ 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛼

𝑑𝛼
𝑑𝛼 =

!!

!   

  

!"!#$
 

 
= ⋯ = 𝐸!! ⋅ 𝜀!"#! ⋅ 𝜋     𝐸!! = 𝐸! ⋅ 𝛿 → 𝐸!! = 𝐸! ⋅ 𝛿 ⋅ 𝜀!"#! ⋅ 𝜋 =  

  
= 𝜎! ⋅ 𝛿 ⋅ 𝜀!"#! ⋅ 𝜋                      (6.5) 

 
For a general in phase 3D stress and strain loading, the results in 6.5 can be 
generalised to 
 

𝐸!"#$%&' = 𝜋 ⋅ 𝛿 ⋅ 𝜎′ ⋅ 𝜀                                                                                                (6.6) 
 
Comparing it with the elastic strain energy 
 

𝐸!"#$%&' =
𝜎′ ⋅ 𝜀  
2                                                                                                                 (6.7) 

gives 
 

𝐸!"#$%&' = 𝐸!"#$%&' ⋅ 2 ⋅ 𝜋 ⋅ 𝛿                                                                                  (6.8) 
 
where 𝛿 is the damping, 𝐸′ the storage modulus, E’’ the loss modulus, 𝜀 the strain, 
𝜀!"#$ the mean strain, 𝜀!"# the fatigue strain amplitude – valid in the elastic part of 
the material, 𝐸!"#$%&' the dissipative strain energy density from the damping and 
𝐸!"#$%&' the strain energy density for elastic strains. Note that the mean strain has no 
influence on the damping and hence, the correct load to apply for the static analysis is 
sigma_amp, eps_amp. The elastic strain energy is retrieved from ANSYS directly and 
then recalculated to damping strain energy, which is then used in each element as a 
heat generation body force term when multiplied with frequency. The loop that 
ANSYS reads for doing the recalculation from strain energy density into a heat 
generation term for each element is written as following 
 
CMSEL,S,PROVSTAV,ELEM  ! Select ELEMs in PROVSTAV 
ETABLE,sedens,SEDN ! Strain energy densities saved in an       

  element table, labelled sedens. 
DAMP = 0.025    ! Damping 
 
*get,mini,ELEM,0,NUM,MIN  ! Get the lowest element number in set. 
*get,maxi,ELEM,0,NUM,MAX  ! Get the highest element number in set. 
ELnr = mini 
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*do,i,1,maxi,1 ! Start of loop, start at 1, end at highest 
element number, increase by one per 
loop. 

*get,sedens,etab,1,ELEM,ELnr 
heatgen = sedens*2*pi*DAMP         ! Heat generation calculated according to 

eq. 6.8. 
BFE,ELnr,HGEN,,heatgen*frek       ! Body Force element, with heat    

generation per element from strain 
 *if,ELnr,EQ,maxi,EXIT 
 Elold=ELnr 

     *get,ELnr, ELEM,Elold, NXTH ! Next higher element number  
above N in selected set. 

*enddo      ! End of loop. 
 
ALLSEL 
CDWRITE,LOAD,D:\RUN\Termiskt\50mm\LOADS_50mm_kvart,cdb, 
 
The last command, CDWRITE, is used for saving each elements heat generation as a 
database file for using if just a thermal analysis is wanted without the static part. This 
is described more thoroughly in subchapter 6.3.4. 
 
An element type called SOLID279 is assigned to the elements. SOLID279 is a 3D 
20-Node thermal solid of higher order and exhibits quadratic thermal behaviour. At 
each node there is a temperature degree of freedom. The element type is well suited 
to modelling irregular meshes. 
 
Furthermore, boundary conditions are defined. Since the specimen is positioned 
between two aluminium cylinders it’s assumed that they are the same temperature as 
room temperature (298 K) and don’t change during the cyclic testing of the specimen. 
Therefore a constant (room) temperature is applied on top and bottom of the cylinder. 
 
The thermal conductivity of the foam is specified in material data and applied to the 
model, as is the rest of the material data specified in chapter 5.  
 
A surface load representing the conductivity boundary condition with a surface film 
coefficient in ANSYS giving the heat transfer coefficient between the surrounding air 
of the foam and the foam itself is applied to the surface of the specimen except for on 
the top and bottom, since there is a constant temperature from the aluminium 
cylinders.  
 
A uniform (starting) temperature is specified to 298 K as initial condition. 
 
When the real life fatigue heating effects have been recorded and compared with the 
FE-analyses, a block is modelled with the same material properties and element type 
to simulate a small piece cut out from a bigger block of foam.  
 
The block has the dimensions 50x50x20 mm representing a 20mm thick sandwich. 
Some boundary conditions are set to the surfaces. The ends have a constant 
temperature, simulating cooling effects. The rectangular sides have no heat flow, 
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being modelled as a small piece of foam in a larger foam block. An even shear load is 
approximately the same as an even heat being generated. Because of this, the heat 
generation term put on in the analysis is constant for each element, calculated with 
the help of eq.6.8. 
 
The analysis is made with a starting temperature of 273K for the whole model. The 
free ends have the same constant temperature as the starting temperature acting as 
cooling surfaces. Six different stress level analyses for each temperature are made, 
representing one heat generation term per stress level.  
 
 

6.3.4. Coupled solution procedure 
The modelling of the test specimen is done in Altair Hypermesh but the analysis is 
done in ANSYS 13.0. The symmetry of the specimen is beneficial to exploit the 
geometry and only use a quarter of the geometry whilst allowing for a finer mesh, 
leading to acceptable computational time. The nodal and element properties and 
structure are exported as a .cdb file, more or less a database with all necessary 
information. Scripts are written with the database files as inputs.  
 
In the database file there are properties defined such as density, elastic modulus, heat 
transfer coefficients as a function of temperature, damping of the material and so on. 
 
The analysis consists of two parts, a static and a transient thermal analysis as 
mentioned in subchapter 6.3.2-6.3.3. There are two ways of doing the analysis: 
 

1) By doing the static analysis first and then right after it the transient thermal in 
the same run.  

2) The other way is to do the static analysis first and save the recalculated strain 
energy densities into heat generation terms using a CDWRITE command 
mentioned in subchapter 6.3.3 and clear all data in ANSYS, leaving with a 
blank sheet of analysis paper. A new ANSYS script is run which uses the 
saved heat generation terms together with the Hypermesh model.  

 
The benefit of using the second option is fewer or no warnings, since the static and 
transient analyses aren’t mixed in the same analysis. The temperature results differ a 
bit but not by much. The second alternative of doing the analyses has been used 
herein. The warnings occur due to Newton-Rhapson convergences are a bit unstable. 
 
The scripting consists of first defining what kind of processor is wanted. For the first 
part, the pre-processor is selected with a /PREP7 command. In the pre-processor, the 
database is loaded together with necessary node sets, defined in Hypermesh. In the 
static part, the force is applied at a master node which is linked with a CERIG to the 
top face of the specimen geometry. The top face node set is seen in Figure 6.20. The 
master node, a mass element, is locked in all degrees of freedom except in z-
direction. 
 
Boundary conditions on the specimen geometry is then applied with locking the 
bottom face in all directions, since it’s fastened in the fatigue machine during static 
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and fatigue testing. By applying symmetry conditions, the middle line of the 
specimen is locked in x- and y-direction and the node set “side x” is locked in x-
direction and “side y” in y-direction. 
 

 
Figure 6.20 Node sets used in the script, defined in Hypermesh. From the left: Top Face, Bottom Face, 
Middle Line, Side X and Side Y. 

Almost every property is predefined when loading the database, since the properties 
already have been supplied in the modelling in Hypermesh. This is not necessary 
since it’s possible to define properties directly in the script, but the convenience is in 
that it saves a bit of space when looking through the script if any errors would be 
encountered.  
 
After everything else is defined and set up, the solution part is called upon through 
the /SOLU command. In the solution part, the type of analysis is defined. Since this 
first part is a static analysis, ANSYS, STATIC is supplied in the script. A SOLVE 
command tells ANSYS to run the analysis. Due to plasticity data being supplied a 
non-linear analysis is done. 
 
When the analysis has been run successfully, the post-processor can be activated by 
/POST1. Still in the static analysis, strains and other data can be saved in to an 
element table. The strains saved in the element table are the key in the next analysis 
part, the thermal transient analysis.  
 
Before the transient thermal analysis is initiated, the user can supply failure criteria 
into the post-processor. If this is done, the analysis can be evaluated with e.g. Tsai-
Wu Strength Index and Tsai-Wu Strength Ratio for each node and element. 
 
A new analysis is started with the /PREP7 
command but this time with the intention of doing 
a transient thermal analysis. A database is 
supplied once more as input, but this time not the 
same as during the static analysis. The other 
database consists of the same geometry but a 
different element type capable of handling the 
thermal behaviour of the analysis, as described in 
the previous subchapter.  
 
Convection is assigned to the outer face of the 
specimen using a surface load. Here is another 
node set selected which has been predefined in 
Hypermesh, seen in Figure 6.21. A few different 
convection numbers are used throughout analyses Figure 6.21. Outer face node set, defined 

in Hypermesh. 
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to make a sensitivity analysis. For the command of assigning a convection term to the 
node set a bulk temperature is supplied as well. 
 
Due to the specimen being glued onto aluminium cylinders it’s assumed that there is 
a constant temperature on the top and bottom face of the specimen 298 K. The node 
sets equivalent to those faces are selected and the constant temperature is set. The 
node sets are seen in Figure 6.20. 
 
Now comes the part when the stored strains from the static part are put to use. Each 
element number is looped over, picking the strain energy from each element and 
recalculated as a heat generation term (see eq. 6.8) and applied to the elements again 
as body forces. The heat generation terms are multiplied with the frequency of 
interest for each element. 
 
The amount of cycles and the frequency is supplied into the script and the time the 
analysis shall run the simulation for is calculated inside the script. In other words, an 
appropriate cycle level is chosen and depending on the frequency the time will be the 
end time when hopefully the specimen fails in real life. An arbitrary number of sub 
steps in each time step are chosen. For each time step, a SOLVE command is written 
until all time steps have been run through. The analysis is being solved and the whole 
script is ended with a FINISH command telling ANSYS the analysis is now done. 
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7. Results 
Herein results will be presented from the DMTA, static, fatigue and FE-modelling 
tests/analyses. 
 

7.1 DMTA tests 
The test specimens geometry and weight is presented in Table 7.1. 

 
Specimen Length [mm] Width [mm] Thickness [mm] Weight [g] 

# 1 31.34 8.60 5.13 0.26729 
# 2 31.70 8.32 2.23 0.12639 

Table 7.1 Geometries for Rohacell® WF200-F test specimen. 

The specimens were loaded into the DMTA IV machine and fastened with prescribed 
torque. The routine was set to go in 10°C temperature steps between -50°C up to 
80°C, have a soak time between frequency sweeps of 10 minutes for the 5 mm 
specimen and 15 minutes for the 2.5 mm specimens, this due to suspicions of 10 
minutes not being sufficient long time enough when the 5 mm specimen was tested, 
and frequency sweeps for 30, 3, 1 and 0.3 Hz. The suspicions were discarded when a 
transient analysis was done and concluded that 10 minute soak time was sufficient 
enough. 
 
A reference temperature has to be chosen to retrieve a good span in the whole 
frequency range. Room temperature was not selected due to frequency span retrieved 
in the master curve was not sufficiently broad, therefore using a reference 
temperature of 50°C in the MatLab code was used and a good frequency span was 
retrieved, and a first order data fitting for the shift factor aT, the master curve looks 
like the ones in Figure 7.1. The temperatures in the master curves from the DMTA 
tests are the temperatures that the samples went through for each frequency sweep. 
Here for the storage modulus E’, also called the bending stiffness modulus. In the left 
plot the the 5 mm specimen master curve is shown and.in the right plot the master 
curve for the 2.5 mm is shown.  
 

 

Figure 7.1. Master curves with E’ – storage modulus - for 5mm and 2.5mm specimen. 
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In Figure 7.1, the master curves are quite consistent and have a somewhat linear 
appearance. This leads to the factor of interest, the damping - tan delta, as function of 
frequency. The plots are seen in Figure 7.2a and Figure 7.2b. The damping doesn’t 
however have the consistency as the storage modulus master curves, but the values 
don’t differ significantly in the region of interest, at 200-300 Hz. The reason for this 
strange behaviour is due to the loss modulus, non-consistency for damping follows 
from non-consistency in the loss modulus measurements.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7.2a. Master curve with tan delta – damping – for 5mm specimen. 

Figure 7.2b. Master curve with tan delta – damping – for 2.5mm specimen 
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7.2 Static tests 

7.2.1 Density	  
The average density was calculated using 14 square specimens, cut to approx. 
55x55mm with a height of 25 mm. All the test specimens were measured and 
weighted and the mean density results to 207.32 𝑘𝑔 𝑚! with a standard deviation of 
the sample resulting in 3.1 𝑘𝑔 𝑚!.  
 

7.2.2. Tensile	  tests	  
All static tests were done at the same RT of 22℃ and same humidity. The static tests 
reveal lower results in tension than expected and a large scatter, most likely due to 
the specimen geometry. More about that in the discussion part, chapter 8. Results 
from tensile tests are show in Table 7.2. Each specimen listed is also shown in Figure 
7.3 and stress – average strain plot in Figure 7.4. The two specimens are shown in 
Figure 7.6, and the stress – average strain plot in Figure 7.7. 
 
Specimen 1 1A 2B 4 4B Mean 𝑆! 
𝜎!"#$%&# [MPa] 7.04 9.20 9.16 7.68 8.00 8.21 0.95 
𝜎!"#$%&# 𝜌! [MPa] 48.54 63.50 63.20 53.00 54.96 56.63 6.56 
Table 7.2 Static tensile test results. 

Where mean is the average tensile strength and SN is the standard deviation. 
 

Figure 7.3 Specimens from static tensile tests listed from left to right in the same manner as in Table 6.2. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7.4 Stress – average strain graph for static tensile tests with listed specimens as in Table 6.2 
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As mentioned earlier a few specimens were made with a diameter of 25 mm, the 
results from these smaller specimens are seen in table 7.3 and figure 7.5. Clearly the 
results for these specimens are higher than for the larger diameter specimens and the 
scatters seems lower.  
 
Specimen 1AAA 2AAA Mean 𝑆! 
𝜎!"#$%&# [MPa] 9.53 9.92 9.73 0.28 
𝜎!"#$%&# 𝜌! [MPa] 68.4 71.21 69.80 1.98 
Table 7.3 Static tensile test results for specimens with correct aspect ratios. 

 

 
Figure 7.5 Tensile tests with correct ratios with regard to material testing on Rohacell foams done earlier. 

Logging data seems to have fallen out in the lower stress/strain area for specimen 
AAA2 in Figure 7.5 
 

7.2.3. Compression	  
In compression, the values are approximately at the strength level expected from the 
results in [NJrohac]. Compressive tests are shown in Table 7.3. 
Specimen 3 4A Mean 𝑆! 
𝜎!"#$%&''(") [MPa] 10.85 10.53 10.69 0.22 
𝜎!"#$%&''(") 𝜌! [MPa] 74.86 72.68 73.77 1.54 
Table 7.3 Static compressive test results. 

Where mean is the average compressive strength and SN is the standard deviation. 

 
Figure 7.6 Specimens from static compressive tests listed from left to right 
in the same manner as in Table 6.3. 
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Figure 7.7 Stress – average strain graph for static compression tests with listed specimens as in Table 6.3. 

 
With a few material data from Table 1 in [2] for Rohacell WF51, WF110 and WF200 
the comparison between densities look like following in Table 7.4. 
                          Material 
Property 

WF51 WF100 WF200 WF200-F 

𝜌 [kg/m3] 52  (52) 114    (110) 207  (205) 207  (-) 
𝜎!"#$%&# [MPa] 1.6  (1.6) 3.5     (3.70) 7.4  (6.8) 9.73  (-) 
𝜎!"#$%&''(") [MPa] 0.95  (0.8) 3.3     (3.60) 8.9  (9.0) 10.69  (-) 
𝜎!"#$%&''(")/𝜎!"#$%&# 0.59  (0.50) 0.94   (0.97) 1.20  (1.32) 1.11  (-) 
𝜎!"#$%&# 𝜌! [MPa] 50 (50) 46      (51) 51 (48) 70 (-) 
𝜎!"#$%&''(") 𝜌! [MPa] 30 (25) 44      (50) 61 (63) 74 (-) 
Table 7.4 Material data for Rohacell WF51, WF110, WF200 and WF200-F, manufacturers data within 
parenthesis.  

Comparison between the WF200 and WF200-F foams, since they have the same 
density, shows a 31.5% higher tensile strength and 20.1% higher compressive 
strength in favour for the WF200-F.  
 
 

7.3 Fatigue tests 
In Table 7.5 the cycles to failure and average cycles per load level to failure are 
presented. In Figure 7.9 a stress-life curve is presented with N – amount of cycles on 
the logarithmic x-axis – and the stress level on the y-axis. 
 

Test no. 
Average 

stress 
[MPa] 

Cycles 
[N] Comment Test no. 

Average 
stress 
[MPa] 

Cycles 
[N] Comment 

2C 5.40 1.670 Radius 
failure 4E-2 3.50 6.335 Radius 

failure 

3C 5.37 1.011 Radius 
failure 5E-2 3.38 5.650 Radius/glue 

failure 

4C 6.26 110 Radius 
failure 1F 2.66 1.599.654 Radius/glue 

failure 
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6C 6.05 122 Radius 
failure 2F 3.18 38.340 Radius 

failure 

8C 5.33 430 Radius 
failure 5F 2.71 123.794 Radius/glue 

failure 

9C 4.52 1.275 Radius 
failure 6F-T 3.54 5.687 Glue/radius 

failure 

10C 2.10 881.765 Radius 
failure 2A-T 3.59 13.361 Glue failure 

4E 4.41 675 Radius 
failure 9T 3.57 22.524 Radius 

failure 

5E 3.60 33.671 Radius 
failure 10T 3.54 42.256 Radius 

failure 

6E 4.72 5.237 Radius 
failure 11T 3.19 14.536 Radius 

failure 

Table 7.5 Fatigue results with specimen number with respective cycles to failure with failure comment. 

The first five specimens in Table 7.5 are shown in Figure 7.8. These specimens have 
all failed very close to the radius. 

 
Figure 7.8 First five specimens listed in Table 7.5 with failure in fatigue. 

Temperatures recorded at the surface and middle of the test specimen (when possible) 
are plotted against time and seen in Appendix A. 
 
Fatigue data for the foam is seen in figure 7.9 with higher frequency fatigue test data 
included. However, for the higher frequency fatigue data there’s not an obvious trend 
for 15, 20 and 30 Hz testing frequencies in the plot, data is scattered. 
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Figure 7.9 Fatigue data for Rohacell WF200-F for 3 Hz and for elevated frequency fatigue tests. 

Data fitting for the ordinary fatigue data (elevated temperature fatigue tests excluded) 
is seen in Figure 7.10 and 7.11. Figure 7.10 shows linear and quadratic data fit on a 
linear y-axis and logarithmic x-axis. Figure 7.11 shows both axes on a logarithmic 
scale. In Figure 7.11, an extrapolated stress for a life of 108 cycles represents 
approximately 1.5 MPa. 

 
Figure 7.10 Linear and quadratic data fit for Rohacell WF200-F. Fits are done only with data from fatigue 
at 3 Hz. Represented in linear stress axis and logarithmic cycles axis.  
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Figure 7.11 Linear fit for the data from fatigue at 3 Hz represented on a log-log scale.  
 

 
 
Figure 7.12 Normalized fatigue data for WF200-F and WF51 from Burman [1]. 

 
As seen in figure 7.12, the normalized fatigue data for the WF200-F foam and 
normalized fatigue data for the WF51 from Burman [1], the two foams with 
significantly different densities, are showing approximately the same behaviour when 
scaled with the maximum static threshold of the materials. 
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7.4 FE-modelling 

7.4.1 Test specimen stress analysis 
Several analyses have been made with regard to average strain of the specimen, the 
elastic modulus and damping. Analyses have also been conducted to fatigue load 
levels and been compared with real life static tests. 

 

 

In Figure 7.13, the left specimen with correct geometry ratios has lower values of 
Tsai-Wu Strength Index (TWSI) than the right specimen; the one used both in the 
static and fatigue tests. The stress put on the both sample is equivalent to 9.05 MPa. 
The grey areas represent TWSI larger than 1, failure. Both specimens have areas of 
grey-zones about the radius but the 50 mm diameter specimen shows larger areas and 
therefore a valid observation why they fail early in that region in static and 
consequently in fatigue tests. Maximum TSWI is 32% higher for the 50 mm diameter 
specimen than for the 25 mm diameter, whilst static tests reveal a 17.7% higher 
tensile strength for the 25 mm diameter specimen than for the 50 mm specimen.  
 

7.4.2. Test specimen heating analysis 
Correlations between the higher frequency fatigue tests and ANSYS analyses were 
made. A surface film coefficient 𝛼 was calculated to 14.7 given the approximations 
of an air velocity of 0.1 m/s, almost stand still. In Figure 7.14-7.16 the comparisons 
between real life heating effects are plotted against ANSYS temperature analyses. 
The surface film coefficient was altered to fit the recorded temperature process on the 
real life fatigue tests. More about this in Discussion, Chapter 8. 
 
 

Figure 7.13 25 mm and 50 mm top/bottom diameter specimens plotted as Tsai-Wu Strength Index failure 
limits. The grey areas are values above 1 that suggests failure.  
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Figure 7.14 Temperature plots in green and red lines for real life tests at 15 Hz, dashed lines are 
temperatures from ANSYS analyses for the same stress levels and frequency but different 𝛼 values. 

Figure 7.15 Temperature plots in green and red lines for real life tests at 20 Hz, dashed lines are temperatures 
from ANSYS analyses for the same stress levels and frequency but different 𝛼 values. 
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7.4.3 High frequency heating analysis 
After correlations between real life heating effects for higher frequency fatigue tests 
and the analyses have been made, see Chapter 7.5, the modelled foam block which 
represents a small cut-out from the OGV-foam is put through another transient 
thermal analysis with calculated heat generation values for 300 Hz. Different heat 
generations are used due to different stress levels. 
 
In Figure 7.17, six different stress levels are used and recalculated according to eq. 
6.8 to heat generation terms. A fatigue life of 108 with low frequency represents a 
stress of 1.5 MPa, reaching a maximum temperature of 127°C after 900 seconds with 
a starting and free-end cooling temperature of 0°C. The temperature reaches a plateau 
at approximately 142°C after 1500 seconds. 
The temperature results scale well with respect to the starting temperature. If the 
surrounding air temperature is 20°C higher than the 0°C put as reference temperature, 
the curves are shifted with the temperature difference. The results aren’t exact due to 
having a varying specific heat capacity depending on the temperature, but are close 
enough for approximations.  

Figure 7.16 Temperature plots in green and red lines for real life tests at 30 Hz, dashed lines are 
temperatures from ANSYS analyses for the same stress levels and frequency but different 𝛼 values. 
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Figure 7.17 Temperature in the middle of modelled foam block for five stress-levels, starting temperature 
273K. 

 
In Figure 7.18 the temperature differences are seen in Kelvin for 1.5 MPa, 300Hz and 
900 seconds through-out the thickness. 

 
Figure 7.18 Temperature difference in the 20 mm high piece of foam simulated as a small part from the 
foam in the OGV. 
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8. Discussion 
In this section results and their validity will be discussed, mainly by individual test 
area but also as a whole. 

8.1 DMTA	  
The results from the DMTA tests show good consistency in the master curves for the 
storage modulus. But, the loss tangent however doesn’t. This is because of the loss 
modulus and indicates that either the machine can’t handle the loss modulus to well 
or the material is very difficult to get results from. Although variations and scattered 
data points when moving throughout the frequency spectrum, the damping seems to 
be quite consistent and about 0.025 – 0.03.  

8.2 Static	  tests	  
The static tests reveal about 10% lower tensile strength than expected/indicated by 
Evonik. The problem seems to be in the geometry of the specimens that also is seen 
in post processing in the FE-analyses. The stress concentrations at the radii are the 
weak points. The tested specimens and the way they fail somewhat validate what the 
FE-analysis show. According to the FE-analyses, the von Mises stress is about 10-
20% higher at the radii than at the waist. A geometry change to the test specimens 
would be recommended, this was however not practically possible at the time. 
 
A few test specimens were done in the early stages of testing that showed bad results 
and were discarded. The reason behind low tensile strength values is most likely bad 
manufacturing. If the chucks aren’t aligned almost perfectly, the tensile strength will 
be greatly affected. Those specimens with evident non-alignment were in later 
manufacturing discarded and redone. After a while of manufacturing several test 
specimens, almost every sample was close to perfect. 
 
Although the later manufactured specimens would be very good testing wise, there’s 
still the problem of fracture about the radii of several specimens. This indicates that 
fatigue tests may suffer from the same geometry flaw. More about manufacturing and 
processing in chapter 7.3. 
 
It’s seen in Figure 6.3 together with Figure 6.4 that specimens 1A, 2B and 4B reach 
fairly good tensile strength due to that failure didn’t occur at the radii. Specimens 1 
and 4 have failure very close/at the radii and this reflects on the results. 
 
In Table 6.4 comparison between data from Table 1 in [2] is made with static tests on 
the WF200-F foam. As seen, the density normalised tensile strengths are quite 
consistent the higher the density is, but, it’s in these results seen that the finer cell 
structure of the WF200-F foam with sustained nominal density over the WF200 foam 
generates greater strengths.  
 
With the smaller specimens with a diameter of 25 mm, the results in tension gave 
higher strength and it can be concluded that the specimens need to be taller if the 
static tests were to be done with a diameter of 50 mm. The restriction in having a 
taller specimen is the thickness of the foam block that was received. The specimens 
need to be tall and slender. With the 25 mm diameter specimens the height-to-waist 
ratio were the same as when Burman and Zenkert [1, 2] made static tests. 
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8.3 Fatigue	  tests	  
As seen in Figure 6.7, the failure in fatigue occurs very close to the radius of each 
specimen. Although when examined at the angle perpendicular to waist diameter, or 
in the vertical plane/motion of movement for clarification, the specimens seem to 
have failed close to the radius but still in the waist-area/transition into the radius.  
 
Some scattered data occurred with regard to cycles to failure. This could be deduced 
to the same arguments of error as in chapter 7.2 –manufacturing/pre-processing and 
geometry. Even though when specimens/free-end chucks don’t wobble in the lathe 
when manufacturing the waists, the manufacturing process of the waist-specimens 
tends to be a bit uncertain. Since outermost attention to getting the chucks aligned is 
of great weight, the waist manufacturing might be a little harsh on the material. Even 
though the lathe is rotating at maximum possible speed when milling the foam, the 
waist-maker might defect a small area of the test specimen.  
 
Further, the fatigue specimens all fail in the vicinity of the radius. As seen in the FE-
analyses, there are stress-concentrations just about the radii and this seems to be the 
case in real life as well. 
 
The waist-maker is used for both doing the constant cross-section and radius 
transitions. No after-treatment is done to the specimens. The height to waist diameter 
ratio is quite low leaving the test specimen relatively thick. The specimens have a 
height of 25 mm since the foam was supplied in that thickness only, whilst previous 
work with fatigue, tension and compression in mind had twice the thickness. 
 
As seen in figure 3.2 and figure 7.12 the WF200-F foam has approximately the same 
properties seen in a fatigue-life form as the WF51 when scaled. 
 

8.4 Correlations	  
The assumed surface film coefficient 𝛼 = 14.7 in the analyses didn’t give good 
correlations with the real life heating measurements at the surface when higher 
frequency fatigue tests were compared with. When 𝛼 = 14.7, an air velocity of 0.1 
m/s is assumed. A cooling system was present mounted in the roof just in front of the 
fatigue machine blowing air which could’ve affected the temperature measurements. 
When a couple of 𝛼’s were tried out in the analyses, a value of 𝛼 = 50 seemed to fit 
the measured surface temperature curves better than 14.7, 17 and 25 that were tested. 
In Figures 7.14-7.16, 𝛼 = 17, 25 and 50 are presented for almost every analysis. 𝛼 = 
50 fits the temperature curves fairly well and corresponds to an air velocity of 1.4 
m/s, not unlikely to come from a cooling-/AC-system.  
 
Although the modelled foam block doesn’t use the surface film coefficient, it was 
necessary to establish whether the analyses were giving the right temperatures 
compared to real life.  
 
In Figures 7.14-7.16, were applicable, the curves for middle temperature are a bit off 
compared to the real life measurements. Rise time seems good but inconsistency in 
mid temperatures between experiments makes it difficult to judge if it’s reliable. Air 
flow and bad contact between probe and specimen could potentially cause problem. 
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The source of error could be the drilled hole into the foam which let’s air in and gives 
the air inside the hole velocity in tension and compression of the specimen 
 
The simulated block of 50x50x20 mm that represents a small block from the 20 mm 
thick sandwich core in the OGV was used in the simulations to get an approximation 
of how the temperature is distributed. This is however not a perfectly good simulation 
due to effects of cooling/heating from the other side of carbon/epoxy laminates not 
being known and the problem was dealt with keeping constant temperatures at the top 
and bottom of the foam.  
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9. Conclusions and Further Work 
 
GKN are seeking to manufacture components for the aero industry that are lighter to 
meet ACARE-goals of lower emissions. One of the components that are researched is 
the Outlet Guide Vane (OGV) that today is manufactured as a hollow titanium or 
sandwich aluminium structure. Instead, a carbon/epoxy sandwich with a foam core is 
thought to replace the current solutions. The core is a PMI foam developed by 
Rohacell and is called WF200-F. 
 
The worrying factor is the High Cycle Fatigue (HCF) life of the foam due to high 
frequency vibrations that leads to the foam being cyclically loaded resulting in 
suspected temperature rises. The goal with this project was to find out whether the 
temperature rise in the foam is high enough to decrease fatigue life for cyclic loading 
with approximately 300 Hz which is the first eigenfrequency for the OGV, for 
structural testing as well as in service. 
 
Through Dynamic Mechanical Thermal Analysis (DMTA), the damping within the 
foam can be found for specific frequencies. The damping was a key to continue the 
testing and modelling of how the foam is behaving during higher frequency fatigue 
testing. From the DMTA tests master curves were produced and looked good for the 
storage modulus, but for the damping the results were a bit unsteady. This was due to 
that the damping didn’t follow the global trend, probably due inaccuracy in 
measurements of the DMTA machine.  
 
Static tests gave maximum load/stress values and from there fatigue testing with load 
ratio of R = -1 could be conducted. Heating tests were conducted in fatigue for higher 
frequencies where the temperature rise was monitored during the test Even though 
the geometry of the test specimens for static and fatigue tests gave source to non-
negligible stress concentrations, a stress-life graph was retrieved. At the end, the 
static test in tension was redone with a specimen with correct dimension ratios and 
gave higher results close to the expected values.  
 
There was no clear conclusion on how many cycles the foam can endure depending 
on loading frequency due to inconsistent test results and in context much lower test 
frequencies. However, the higher frequency the test specimens were put through, the 
higher the temperatures were recorded. Also, correlations were made to give good 
coherence between real life results and FE-analyses. 
 
Is has been shown in this work that the WF200-F foam, due to damping in the 
material, suffers from noticeable heating when loaded cyclically. Analyses were used 
to predict the temperature distribution in a 50x50x20 mm foam block with boundary 
conditions representing the situation locally in an OGV. The maximum temperature 
elevation for 1.5 MPa stress-loading, equivalent to a stress life of 108 cycles at non-
heated testing, is at 300 Hz below the specified maximum temperature of 180°C in 
pre-forming for Rohacell WF200-F foam. However, even though the temperature is 
lower than the preforming temperature, the mechanical properties are most likely 
inferior to those at “normal conditions”. Fatigue data tests weren’t done at higher 
temperatures in this work, neither static nor fatigue tests. Therefore, it can’t be said 
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conclusively whether the material endures the simulated temperatures because of the 
absence of threshold mechanical property values as function of temperature. 
 
For the in service life, the governing factor is for how long the OGV is put through 
the supposed 300 Hz, and therefore how many cycles. The OGV could have a fairly 
long life with the vibrations at 300 Hz as long as the vibrations aren’t occurring for 
long periods of time, i.e. the OGV has time to cool down before the next 300 Hz 
cycling period. There needs to be real life tests to try the WF200-F foam in the OGV 
and establish whether the structure can suffice the heating effects of the foam. 
 
The results point towards that the heat in the foam could be under control if a 
frequency analysis is done on the OGV to find out how many times it undergoes 
higher frequency loading and for how long. This is something that should be done 
before taking the OGV into service and through rigorous tests.  
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10. Appendix A  

Figure A 1 Temperature measurements in the middle, on the surface and room temperature for specimens at 
15 Hz and 30%, 35% and 40% fatigue levels. Specimens without a middle temperature plotted only have 
room temperature and surface temperature due to difficulties in measuring the middle temperature. 

Figure A 2 Temperature measurements in the middle, on the surface and room temperature for specimens at 
20 Hz and 30% and 40% fatigue levels. Specimens without a middle temperature plotted only have room 
temperature and surface temperature due to difficulties in measuring the middle temperature. 
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Figure A 3 Temperature measurements on the surface and room temperature for specimens at 30 Hz and 
35% levels. There were difficulties in measuring the temperature in the middle of the specimen and therefore 
excluded.  

Figure A 4 Comparison between specimen 9T and 10T due to the same load level and frequency.  
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Figure A 7 Differences between middle and surface temperatures with respect to room temperature for 
specimens put through 20 Hz load frequency. 

Figure A 8 Differences between surface temperatures with respect to room temperature for specimens put 
through 30 Hz load frequency. 
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